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Executive
Summary
IN THE EARLY DAYS of the mobile money industry, mobile money platforms lacked suf-

unable to scale up their platform and meet
the capacity demands of mounting num-

platforms had inadequate functionality to

the second round of RFPs for mobile money
are
in the process of migrating or are planning

-

PART 1:

Introducing mobile money
platforms
HALF OF GSMA’S 14
“MOBILE MONEY
SPRINTERS”ARE
IN THE PROCESS
OF MIGRATING OR
ARE PLANNING TO
MIGRATE THEIR
PLATFORMS

-

MOBILE MONEY IS MORE COMPLEX THAN VAS
-

they are beginning to treat mobile money

attention such as additional and dedicated
ers identify the functional and technical
features they require for a platform to meet

1 Sprinters are the world’s most successful mobile money services, see Claire
Pénicaud (2013), “State of the Industry:
Results from the 2012 Global Mobile
Money Adoption Survey,” GSMA Mobile
Money for the Unbanked Programme.

tures of a mobile money platform and the
important functional and technical aspects
-

THE EVOLUTION OF MOBILE
MONEY PLATFORMS

airtime platform consists of a core transrealising that, unlike airtime, mobile money
is not a stand-alone product that they can

loading of the recharge amount and then

5
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-

omitted from the platform became costly
and time consuming to add on an on-going
When mobile money is spent, it is not
transfers it to another person, business,
a mobile money platform has many
more use-cases, many more stakeholders and the frequency of transactions

THE EVOLUTION OF A SERVICE
MNOs are beginning to have the
realisation that
Wow, I am now a Payment Service Provider and not a product
seller.....I’ll need to send a bill.

-

Vincent Kadar, CEO, Telepin
a mobile money transaction request

-

-

THE CORE
TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS
FOR A MOBILE
MONEY PLATFORM
ARE ESSENTIALLY
THE SAME ACROSS
DIFFERENT
MARKETS, BUT SOME
CUSTOMISATION
IS NECESSARY
BECAUSE LOCAL
REGULATIONS
AND CONSUMER
PROPOSITIONS VARY.

PART 2:

Technical features of a mobile
money platform

there is no need for multiple distribu-

MATCHING FUNCTIONALITY WITH
BUSINESS STRATEGY
nology choices from the outset cannot be

money customers are quite often interact-

mobile money platform are essentially
the same across different markets, but
some customisation is necessary because local regulations and consumer

-

MOBILE MONEY PLATFORMS:
THE NEED FOR INVESTMENT

strategy that determines the success of the

choice and the RFP process are not rushed

INITIAL PLATFORM DECISIONS
account the customer proposition, the

it is important to remember that they
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nership is established during the RFP
MNO STRATEGY

WHY ARE WE
DELIVERING
THE SERVICE?

s

OVERALL MNO BUSINESS DECISIONS

s

OBJECTIVES AND DIRECTIONS

s

WHAT IS BEING CHANGED?

-

SUPPORTS MNO
STRATEGY

usage must be forecasted and included
in the capacity planning for a mobile
money platform, and all supporting

DIRECTION FOR
THE SERVICE

ly important in this nascent industry

MNO TECHNICAL STRATEGY
s

OSERVICE BASED

s

DEMAND FOCUSED

FITS IN WITH
OVERALL MNO
TECHNICAL
PORTFOLIO

WHAT IS
REQUIRED OF
THE SERVICE?

money is a young and dynamic in-

-

-

NEEDS &
PRIORITIES OF
THE SERVICE

nature of transmitting customer funds,
HOW CAN
THE SERVICE BE
DELIVERED?

MOBILE MONEY PLATFORM
s

OSERVICE DELIVERY BASED

s

TECHNOLOGY FOCUSED

TOP-PERFORMING
MOBILE MONEY
SERVICES HAVE
AN ADDITIONAL,
THIRD PLATFORM
THAT THEY USE FOR
TRAINING

run through the entire testing suite
-

IN-HOUSE DATA CENTRE

HOSTED SOLUTION

COST

INITIAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES ARE GREATER, OPERATING
EXPENSES ARE USUALLY LESS

MINIMAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES BUT OPERATING
EXPENSES ARE USUALLY GREATER

EXPERTISE

NEED TO DEVELOP IN-HOUSE EXPERTISE TO SUPPORT
THE PLATFORM

NOT AS CRITICAL SINCE THE EXPERTISE COMES FROM
THE VENDOR ITSELF

SCALABILITY

LIMITED BY FLOOR SPACE, INTERNAL PROCESSES, AND
COMPETING SERVICES

CAN BE MUCH FASTER TO DEPLOY EXTRA CAPACITY

GROUP-WIDE
REDUNDANCY

MORE DIFFICULT TO HANDLE WITH MULTIPLE MARKETS
EVEN WITH THE SAME VENDOR

MUCH EASIER TO ACHIEVE AS THE HOSTING USUALLY
ORIGINATES FROM A LIMITED NUMBER OF HUB LOCATIONS

LATENCY

LINKS ARE ALSO IN-HOUSE AND CAN BE EASILY
DISTRIBUTED TO LIMIT FAILURE POINTS. LATENCY IS
MUCH LESS THAN IN THE CLOUD

LINKS TO THE HOST MAY REPRESENT POINTS OF FAILURE
(E.G. NON-DISTRIBUTED THIRD PARTY SUPPLIER) AND
ADD EXTRA LATENCY

CONSISTENCY

VERY DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE IF EACH MARKET ISSUES
ITS OWN RFP (EVEN WITH A SINGLE VENDOR) DUE TO
DIFFERENT RELEASES AND WARRANTIES

EASIER TO ACHIEVE WHERE ALLOWED. SOME MARKETS
CANNOT SUPPORT CLOUD-BASED SOLUTIONS DUE TO
REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS THAT PREVENT DATA FROM
CROSSING NATIONAL BORDERS (E.G. INDIA, PAKISTAN)

USUALLY NOT SHARED WITH THE VENDOR TRADITIONAL MNO MODEL

QUITE OFTEN SHARED WITH THE VENDOR THIS IS AN EMERGING MODEL AND SUITABLE
FOR SMALLER OPERATIONS

FIGURE 1

Top-down approach to a mobile money service and platform2

and obligations, technical support
arrangements, escalation procedures,
that are part of a group may prefer in-house
-

REGARDLESS OF WHICH HOSTING SOLUTION
AN MNO CHOOSES, IT MUST CONSIDER A
NUMBER OF OTHER KEY PLATFORM ISSUES:
ly necessary for a mobile money platthe case of a third party supplier that

GROSS REVENUE

2 Adapted from John Ward and Joe
Peppard, 2002, Strategic Planning for
Information Systems, Fig. 3.8, p. 154.

and must be integrated into any

-

TABLE 1

Costs and benefits of in-house and external hosting

3 ‘’MTN announces mobile money
instabilities’’ The Independent, 23
November 2011, http://www.independent.co.ug/ugandatalks/2011/11/mtnannounces-mobile-money-instabilities/
(accessed May 5, 2013).
4 ‘’Unstable Network Worries
Mobile Money Clients’’, Uganda Radio
Network, 3 December 2011 http://
ugandaradionetwork.com/a/story.
php?s=38799 (accessed 5 May 2013).
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ditional, third platform that they use
merchant payments in store it may be nec-

HOSTING DECISIONS
INTERFACES TO OTHER PLATFORMS

-

“Some CTOs have had some badly
delivered centralised GSM services in
the past so there may be an initial reluctance to go for a hosted solution.
People in this role are very conscious
of the trade-off between wanting to
have control of platforms versus having to develop the expertise in-house
required to manage the platform.”

PLATFORM EVOLUTION
ing users might access them simultaneousthe result of platform inadequacies, others

messages to and from these systems is rec-

INTERNAL MNO INTERFACES
Mobile Money Vendor Management
& Business Strategy Manager,
African Group MNO

EXTERNAL INTERFACES

are among the most common transactions

EXTERNAL
INTERFACES

SMSC

BANKING SYSTEMS

-

USSD GATEWAY

AIRTIME IN OR
MEDIATION PLATFORM

PAYMENT SWITCHES

MOBILE MONEY
CORE SYSTEM

PAYMENT SERVICE
PROVIDER SYSTEMS

IVR GATEWAY

POINT OF SALE
DEVICES & SYSTEMS

FIGURE 2

Mobile Money Interfaces

-

BILLER SYSTEMS

WEB SERVICES

“Two points to highlight: These RFPs
are based on consumer requirements
and behaviour gathered during the
past five to seven years in several
markets, and are demanding more
flexibility of the platforms to enable
new services and integrate into a
more complex ecosystem with the addition of third party players, financial
services institutions and payment
networks, both for closed and open
loop transactions.”
Jesus Luzardo, EVP Global Sales
Mobile Financial Services, Utiba

to other banks may also be needed, for
INTERNAL
MNO
INTERFACES

What differences are you
noticing in this second
round of RFPs?

facilitated by the mobile money platform
-

-
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ers recommend that all customer and agent

13

an agent to send instructions to the mobile

tation to an agent to access higher transacmust collect transaction fees and airtime
self-registration and different transaction
5

-

Customer activities
CUSTOMER TRANSACTIONS
-

-

PART 3:

CUSTOMER ACTIVITIES

Functional Layers
MATURE SERVICES
AND VENDORS
AGREE THAT IT IS
PREFERABLE TO
LAUNCH A NEW
MOBILE MONEY
SERVICE WITH A
LIMITED SUITE OF
FUNCTIONALITY

CUSTOMER TRANSACTIONS

– performed by the

CUSTOMER REGISTRATION*

s

CUSTOMER REGISTRATION*

s

CUSTOMER CASH-IN*

s

CUSTOMER CASH-IN*

s

CUSTOMER CASH-OUT*

s

CUSTOMER CASH-OUT*

s

s ATM WITHDRAWAL

SEND MONEY
AGENT ADMINISTRATION

s P2P TRANSFER

FOCUSSED FUNCTIONALITY
AT LAUNCH

and administering their business

AGENT TRANSACTIONS

s

* DENOTES AGENT ASSISTANCE

THE TRANSACTIONAL functionality of
mobile money systems must support three

– these may be
performed by a customer or a busi-

AGENT ACTIVITIES

“If we look at the number of production units in the field, it is the clients
with the crystal clear service offering
that are the most successful in the
market. These ones have high growth
rates and are slowly building on their
initial solid core offering. It seems
to be a challenge to get the right
product definition in the market.”

s SEND VOUCHER

s

FLOAT MANAGEMENT TOOLS

BUY AIRTIME

s

REPORTS & STATEMENTS

s FOR OWN PHONE

s

END OF SHIFT STATUS SMS

s FOR ANOTHER PHONE

s

BALANCE ENQUIRY

s

BILL PAYMENT

s

PIN CHANGE

s

PAY MERCHANT IN STORE

s

ASSISTANT ADDITION/REMOVAL

s

BULK PAYMENTS (E.G. SALARY, G2P)

s

BANK TRANSFERS

s

MOBILE MONEY
CORE SYSTEM

CUSTOMER ADMINISTRATION
s

BALANCE ENQUIRY

s

PIN CHANGE

s

MINI STATEMENT

Martin Slabber,
Product Manager, Fundamo

MNO ACTIVITIES
MNO TRANSACTIONS
s

CONVERTING CASH TO E-MONEY

s

E-MONEY ALLOCATION

s

COMMISSION PAYMENT

s

AGENT CREATION AND
ADMINISTRATION

s

CUSTOMER (BULK) REGISTRATION

s

RISK AND AML AUDIT

MNO ADMINISTRATION

BUSINESS REPORTS
s

FINANCIAL

s

REGULATORY

s

OPERATIONAL

FIGURE 3

High-level Mobile Money System Requirements

5 ‘’Kenyan Government Begins Mobile
Payment Tax’’ available online at
http://www.paymentsjournal.com/
Page.aspx?id=15470 (accessed 20
May 2013)
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administer bulk payment instructions, much

them to be in the same denominations

another mobile money account and send-

SUPERAGENT

Superagents are responsible for the
sale of e-money to other agents using
the mobile money system to earn commission. This can often be a bank or a
large retail chain.

MASTERAGENT

Masteragents have a contractual
relationship with the MNO and (ideally) access to on line mobile money
administration tools. They earn a commission for each transaction made by
their sub-agents.

payments on behalf of the business, but this

customer bank accounts, either directly or
AGENTS
OWNED OR MANAGED
BY MASTERAGENT

to the customer and the system decides

THE PLATFORM
ITSELF THUS
BECOMES AN
ENABLER FOR THESE
NEW SERVICES. AN
EXAMPLE OF THIS IS
KENYA’S M-SHWARI
SERVICE

Standard agents usually use only handsets to serve customer cash-in/cash-out
and registration.

EVOLUTION OF MOBILE MONEY
able to top up airtime or another mobile
opportunities to offer enhanced products,

There may be further layers of distribution relationships providing agent
services to customers.

SECOND LEVEL AGENTS

FIGURE 4

While businesses can

A sample agent distribution hierarchy

-

independent stores, creating further layers

business, such as payment of a utility bill

nesses limited access to their mobile money

the same underlying bank transfer functhey can administer their e-money accounts

CUSTOMER ADMINISTRATION
For security purposes, all handset users
Some billers accept a
connection directly to their account
management system, but many use third
party PSPs to integrate multiple payment

MORE DETAILED RFPs

also need the ability to check their account

-

possible, they should be able to set a secu-

of using a PSP is that they can incorporate

platform to support multi-distribution layers

Agent activities

AGENT TRANSACTIONS
Registration, cash-in, and cash-out can all

AGENT HIERARCHIES AND ADMINISTRATION
that a transaction has been completed

are created and administered correctly in
-

“Platforms have added even more
flexibility recently. The second round
of RFPs from MNOs shows that there
are clearer ideas from clients and
they are much more focussed on tight
distribution systems and advanced
financial transactional capability.
Four or five years ago the platforms
were only barely evolved airtime
platforms without a service-oriented
architecture. Now the service has
evolved to become better and
more functional.”

AGENT ADMINISTRATION
ality offered to the agent infrastructure deintegration to perform agent cash-in and

some markets, independent retailers may

Goulven Bescond,
Product Director, eServGlobal
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many sales administration tasks are creatin the system and closing non-performing
-

-

access to functions as those for custom-

-

tomers directly and need to manage their

need access to customer and business (in-

-

mandatory for user access to be granted
-

should be able to identify multiple as-

REPORTS
For commercial, operational, and regula-

to train employees on internal procedures

suite of reports for all mobile money

FRAUD AND RISK

reliably reported, backed up, and made

-

periods, reconciliation, mini statements,

MNO activities
ALL FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS,
INCLUDING BANK
RECONCILIATION,
SHOULD BE
PERFORMED
USING A “MAKER/
CHECKER”
PROCEDURE

-

MNO TRANSACTIONS
ness and regulatory requirements are likely

earlier, platform access control is a primary
-

tion must be stored and be accessible upon
accounts, making agent commission payments, and allocating funds to an agent ac-

-

bank reconciliation, should be performed
to be stored for much longer time periods

MNO ADMINISTRATION

tem can accept the upload of spread-sheets
to create multiple agents in bulk as this

-

modate changes in tariff and account limit

17
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GROUP-WIDE RFPs VS.
INDIVIDUAL MARKET RFPs
The good news for vendors is that
a number of group-wide RFPs have
been issued from major players in
the mobile money industry. While
revenues from individual markets
can be higher, winning a group-wide
contract can help a vendor to develop expertise, grow in stature, and
raise revenue to invest in research
and development.

EVALUATING AN RFP

strategy that maps the consumer proposi-

response is to use an internal scorecard that
categorises requirements according to busioptional, and then prioritises the require-

PART 4:

RFP Development
& Evaluation
CREATING AN RFP
need to feel that they are long-term part-

Undoubtedly there are complications for a vendor attempting to
satisfy the various requirements of
multiple markets with just one or
two platforms in centralised hubs.
The last mile can become a huge
hurdle as the nuanced differences
across markets can be difficult to fit
into extension layers, and Open APIs
may be required. Quite often, group
procurement and operating company
(OpCo) technical teams have differing opinions, so vendors need to
manage the relationships carefully.
As for MNOs, there are a number of
different strategies for dealing with
these various requirements:
s In some cases, a unique requirement from an OpCo needs
to be kept separate and outside
the main RFP.

technical and functional requirements that

THE IMPORTANCE OF RFP
TEAM SELECTION

element of the RFP should be categorised

-

be taken to ensure that the business model,
commercial strategy, and product roadmap

“The background of the person
chosen to do the RFP and build the
relationships with vendors must
have the correct profile – experienced in vendor relations and negotiations. However the evaluation
must be objective and based on
vendor response and the evaluation
team must be made up of range of
technical and commercial people.”

s In other cases, hardware and
platform levels are decided
upon at the group level, but the
unique requirements of each
OpCo are satisfied by software
extensions.
s In still other cases, the RFP
includes all of the requirements
from all markets so that the
list is complete and no features
are absent.

-

-

THE ROLE OF THE GROUP VS.
THE ROLE OF THE OPCO
The OpCo would not be too
concerned with regional or global
group policy or if we have a strong
alignment with the OpCo. The role of
the Group is to facilitate our OpCo
to achieve business success. With
this in mind, the governance and
decision-making become easier.
For example, at the group level
we query each RFP response:
s How are change requests going
to occur and be prioritized?
s Can the change request
be redeployed across to a
different OpCo?
s Does the solution fit into our
framework?

Imad Chishti, Telenor Pakistan

analyse risks and long-term goals, and if
a long-term commitment to the partner-

Khuen How Ng, Millicom Group
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DELAYED AND PROTRACTED
MIGRATIONS

staff should be able to access this platform

s It’s not easy to match the setups and parameters in the backend platform, one for one.
s Customers are already used to
a particular USSD flow. Changing some of the flows requires
thorough analysis to align
customer perception.
s Parameters such as chart of accounts in the different platforms
are usually not set up in the
same formats. This is one of the
key problem areas and yet it’s
core for the business – from a
revenue perspective.

-

about their ability to turn around change

Mobile Money Manager, Africa

PART 5:
TODAY IT IS
COMMON PRACTICE
TO REQUEST A
VISIT TO A LIVE
DEPLOYMENT AND
TO MEET WITH
CURRENT CLIENTS.

incumbents? Some of the mobile money

Conclusion

selection process and getting a platform to

THE FIRST STEP in selecting the best plat-

RUSHED AND POORLY EXECUTED
RFP PROCESSES
What mistakes did you make in the
first round RFP that you hope to correct in the second round?

-

First mistake was that we were hooked
on the quick salesman speech. We
needed to shop around a bit more and
speak to current active customers (at
the time) of the vendor. We should have
noticed that the vendor had no other
wallet-based deployments and very
little experience working with MNOs.

-

TIME TO MARKET
s 0-3 months to get the RFP out

and understand the technical requirements
and functional layers of the platform

s 3-6 months to choose the vendor
Mobile Money Manager,
The Americas

s +3 months to pin down the
details of the contract
The more people you have in the
process…the time is not linear, it
becomes exponential.
-

Mobile Money Vendor Management
& Business Strategy Manager,
African Group MNO

detailed, and documented set of functional requirements based on the business
strategy that can then be formulated into
some compromises in determining the best
all essential requirements are met and that
there is a roadmap in place to add function-

technical and commercial teams, and that

ceed they need to assign mobile money the
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